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Fellow student passes away Student

fee raise
on the
horizon

n Vehicle accident claims
another Baruch student
BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

Hasan Zaman, on the brink of entering his junior
year, died in a car accident on the Grand Central Parkway on Saturday, Jan. 5. Twenty-year-old Zaman was
the driver and the sole passenger in the vehicle during
the early morning crash. The details of the incident are
unclear; it appears he was hit by another vehicle on the
road and was in critical condition when paramedics
arrived. He passed away at the hospital.
Memorial services were held at his mosque the following Sunday, Jan. 6. He was buried Monday, Jan. 7
at Washington Memorial Park in Suffolk County, Long
Island.
Zaman was a 2005 graduate of Townsend Harris
High School in Flushing, Queens. He was studying
political science at Baruch. Outside of the classroom,
he cultivated his interest in the pharmaceutical field
while clocking in hours at CVS.
Zaman was warm and amicable, boasting a wide
array of friendships. He leaves behind many devoted
friends and family who will miss him profoundly.
SEE ZAMAN PAGE 11
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Hasan Zaman at Niagra Falls on a recent summer trip.

Wall Street wonder
emerges from Baruch
n Essencefeatured alumnus
shares insight

BY MAYA KASHYAP
NEWS EDITOR

BY MARIA GIRALDO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Conversing with a successful
Baruch alumnus can be a very
influential, if not altogether
inspiring, experience during your
career development. In light of her
recent honor by Essence magazine,
The Ticker chose to feature Nadja
Fidelia, Baruch alumnus (class
of ‘02) and currently a managing
director at Lehman Brothers, in
this installment of the Prominent
Alumni Interview series. I had
the privilege of conducting this
interview and I hope that you will
find it as enlightening as I have.
What has kept you at Lehman
Brothers?
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Adjuncts stage
second protest

URBAN INFLUENCE I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Nadja Fidelia, managing
director, Lehman Brothers
Where do I start … essentially, it
comes down to our firm’s culture.
Lehman Brothers has a distinct
people-oriented and client-driven
culture that makes it a great place
to work. Before tackling a problem,
SEE FIDELIA PAGE 9

BUSINESS

On Monday, Dec. 17, members
of the adjunct community here at
Baruch staged a third demonstration outside of both entrances of
the Vertical Campus in their “Campaign of Outrage.” The demonstration, orchestrated during club
hours, was held to protest the loss
of pay for the 15th week of the semester, or finals week.
The article “Adjuncts protest unfair treatment,” in the Dec. 3 issue
of The Ticker highlighted the second protest, held on Nov. 20.
According to Baruch policy and
four other CUNY colleges, adjuncts
do not teach during the last week of
the semester and instead proctor
exams. In turn, they are only paid
two-thirds of the normal weekly
salary for the last week. Baruch

maintains that since a final exam
only lasts for two hours and a standard week consists of three credit
hours, their wages are reduced by
one-third.
Because adjuncts do not hold
secured positions, the professor
quoted in this article wished to
go unnamed. He stated that the
school’s policy does not take into
account the fact that adjuncts also
spend a considerable amount of
time preparing the final exams,
grading them and dealing with disgruntled students. He noted that
the last week is often the busiest
week of the year for all instructors.
The rate adjuncts are paid is similar to a “bagger in a supermarket,”
stated the professor.
During the demonstration, supporters handed out flyers stating,
SEE ADJUNCT PAGE 4
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BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN
MANAGING EDITOR

The Undergraduate Student
Government and members of the
administration are supporting a
possible student fee increase in order to offset rising operating costs in
various student related programs.
This substantial raise could offer a
few new benefits to students.
The increase in cost to operate
and maintain the health center is
one of the primary concerns behind and student activity fee increase. Solutions like using tax-levy
money and raising enrollment have
proven to be inadequate answers.
Beth-Israel currently handles
the health care center for Baruch,
while operating on a budget given
to them by the Baruch College Association Fund. Baruch may not
be able to fund as many nurses
and psychiatrists if there is no fee
increase imposed on the student
body. A slight fee increase of $2 to
$4 towards health services could
grant the college the ability to hire a
new staff member as well as maintain adequate services to the student body.
“International students and a
lot of people do go there [Health
Center]. People who are uninsured
go there, that’s why we [USG] were
like, if they really need [it] we will
do it,” said Vice President of Legislative Affairs Sean Perryman.
Previously, the surpluses within
each student service covered the
rising costs in order to maintain the
level of services that students have
grown accustomed to. As these surpluses decrease though, this temporary solution is fading fast for
administrators.
Vice President of Student Development Ben Corpus feels that
a substantial increase would be in
the student body’s best interest.
With more money coming into the
Baruch College Association Fund,
students could improve their current services or even open up the
opportunity of having more student space.
Corpus suggested that additional funds could allow Baruch to pursue space within the post office on
23rd Street. This could be a solution
to the lack of space Baruch will experience next year as renovations
on the 23rd Street building begin.
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Minority law school enrollment declines

BY SOPHIA AHMAD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A new website created by the
Society of American Law Schools in
conjunction with Lawyering in the
Digital Age Clinic at the Columbia
University School of Law documents an alarming decline in the
number of African-American and
Mexican-American matriculates in
the nation’s law schools.
According to Columbia’s website,
www2.law.columbia.edu/
civilrights, African-Americans and
Mexican-Americans are being underrepresented in the country’s law
schools. The site showcases comprehensive graphs and charts and a
summary of the best legal practices
with regard to the “equal protection
clause” of the 14th amendment to
support this assertion.
The site is intended to raise
awareness to the performance of
minority students, namely those
of Mexican-American and African-American backgrounds, on the
LSATs and as undergraduates.
For over 15 years, American
applicants of both Mexican and
African descent have demonstrated steady increases in their LSAT
scores, as well as their undergraduate grade point averages, referred

COLUMBIALAWSCHOOL.EDU
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Mexican-American First-Year Law School Enrollment, 1990 - 2006.
to as UGPAs.
Fall 2006 marks the peak of
achievement for both groups in the
areas of LSAT scores and UGPAs.
The average LSAT score for AfricanAmericans was 143.8 and 150 for
Mexican-Americans, out of a possible 180.
Although the LSATs and UGPAs
of law school applicants are not the
only factors that constitute admissions decisions, they hold a considerable amount of weight, regardless
of the university that the candidate

applies to.
The site affirms the fact that
measures should be taken to ensure that members of both ethnic
groups are given a chance to enroll and pursue careers in law and
beyond. The proliferation of law
schools around the country has
not aided African-American and
Mexican-American enrollment in
America’s law schools.
Between 1992 and 2006, 19 new
American Bar Association-accredited schools were created. Howev-

African-American First-Year Law School Enrollment, 1990 - 2006.
er, the increase in law schools has
not increased the number of applicants from either minority group.
Instead, the enrollment of each
group in law school since 1992 has
steadily decreased about 9 percent.
These statistics leave many with
questions as to why admission to
law school for members of the two
groups is not made easy. The universal issue is of equality, and not
diversity, under the law. For those
of different backgrounds with qualifying scores and UGPAs, admission

is relatively fair.
The Supreme Court has examined a case of affirmative action.
The website alludes to the most
relevant case which is that of Grutter v. Bollinger in 2003, in which a
white applicant claimed he was denied admission to the University of
Michigan due to the policy.
The Supreme Court ruled that
race plays an important role in promoting higher education diversity,
which therefore helps society at
large.

Unlimited riders face fair hike America’s youth
politically engaged
BY MEHRAN HARTRAMPH

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Amid widespread opposition
from elected officials and commuters, the Metropolitan Transportation Authority is poised to hike fare
prices. A move approved by 12 of
14 board members of the MTA is
scheduled to take effect March 2.
Although the base fare for buses
and subways will remain the same
at $2, the nearly 86 percent of riders
who purchase unlimited monthly
and weekly passes will face the rate
hike.
Monthly MetroCard holders will
have to pay an extra $5 per month
while weekly MetroCards will be a
dollar more to purchase. Railroad
commuters are looking at an average rate hike of anywhere between
3.76 and 4.25 percent. Motorists
entering the city should expect to
pay about 3.8 percent more.
Furthermore, the insistence of
more than 100 elected officials to
explore alternatives rather than
raise prices had seemingly little
or no impact in the MTA’s decision-making process. Citing an impending $1 billion deficit, the MTA
maintains that such a move is a
necessary one — albeit unpopular.
Rather than waiting for
Mayor Michael R.
Bloomberg’s congestion
pricing
proposal to be
presented before
the state legislature, the MTA
chose to keep its
approach singular in its scope. In
effect, it makes the
inclusion of the MTA’s
interests’ within the
Mayor’s pricing plan
an impossibility.
“It is a big political
mistake for Governor
[Eliot] Spitzer and the MTA

to give the back of their
h a n d
to 100
legislators
w h o
h a v e
said they
want to help,”
states Gene Russianoff, chief attorney for the
Straphangers
Campaign.

From a student
perspective, coupled with
ever-rising costs
of living, the reality of paying
an additional
$60 a year to
get to class is a
sobering one.
However,
it’s
simply

another expenditure that need
be accounted for among many
others for Baruch students.
Baruch professors and faculty members who prepay their
transportation via a commuter
benefits program could presumably be expected to pay
slightly more as well. Individuals enrolled in such programs
enjoy the benefit of paying for
transportation before taxes are
taken out of their paychecks.
Throw in the fact that train
delays, service disruptions and
dirty train stations are still a
prevalent occurrence and one
quickly wonders where it is this
$1 billion deficit truly hails from.
General sentiment, courtesy of
the recently introduced Rider
Report Card survey, reveals the
more-often-than-not
disenfranchisement of commuters.
The average grade for subway
lines was a “C.” The lowest grade — a “D+”
belonged to the W,
while riders of the
No. 6 train noted short wait
times
and
relatively
clean
platforms
as to
w h y
their
line was
deser ving of a
class-leading overall
grade
of
“C.”
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BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Washington, DC — With New
York presidential primaries just
around the corner, the city is abuzz.
As the political folks over the nation have been fond of saying during this politically charged month
of January, the U.S. has a real presidential race. The main issues and
concerns are different from state to
state, and so are the winning candidates. The one thing that, however,
remains constant is the increase in
youth voter turn out that has played
a significant role in this race.
“Young people right now are
just way more engaged than they’ve
ever been,” said Heather Smith, director of Young Voter Strategies.
“They’re quite angry about things
like the war, and they’re very worried about the economy and getting
a job and affording health care.”
They are also excited about the
variety of candidates that this election provides them with. As the
fad of nonpartisan voter mobilization groups such as America Votes,
Young Voter Strategies, Declare
Yourself, and Rock the Vote swept
through the nation voting became
cool and the dynamics of elections
changed and candidates like Ron
Paul became favorites.
“We endorse voting, plain and
simple,” said Rock the Vote President Jehmu Greene. “It’s about
voting and being registered to vote,
not how you vote.”
To some young voters, it was
however important where they
vote. Students who attend college
in a different state than their home
state often prefer voting on their
campus. One of the problems with
caucuses and primary elections
starting so early this year is that
voting in Iowa and New Hampshire
took place before the classes at uni-

versities have resumed. However,
there were students who were at
their appropriate campuses campaigning throughout their winter
break. Many of the debates, primary night celebrations and other
primary-related events have been
held on the campuses and have
been mostly organized by utilizing
the workforce of the student volunteers.
“This generation is huge; it rivals the baby boomer generation
in size,” said Lindsey Berman, outreach director for Rock The Vote.
“The party that realizes this and
mobilizes the youth vote will reap
the rewards.”
According to majority of the
polls and statistics that have been
released during the last few election cycles, most of the youth voters
tend to vote Democratic. Therefore,
the main Democratic candidates
in this primary season are more
aggressive in targeting this demographic of voters than their republican counterparts.
“We are going to run a coordinated, organized effort that really
aggressively reaches out to young
voters and encourages them to
get involved,” said Isaac Baker,
a spokesman for Clinton’s campaign.
Senator Barack Obama’s campaign hired former political director of Rock The Vote Hans Riemer as
their youth vote director. “We need
young people as part of our winning
vote margin,” said Riemer. “Our job
is to leverage the entire campaign
to effectively target young people,
and get them out to vote. This is the
campaign recognizing the realities
on the ground.”
The campaign of former Sen.
John Edwards claimed that besides
talking about issues that resonate
SEE YOUTH PAGE 5
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Adjuncts demand compensation Joint effort creates

InternPower.com
BY RACHEL VINCENT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Supporters hand out flyers highlighting the injustice toward adjunct professors.
ß CONTINUED FRONT FRONT
“For the cost of a Christmas tree,
Baruch could do the right thing
and pay its adjuncts what they are
due!” One supporter even donned
a Grinch costume as if to showcase
the “stealing of wages.”
The professor noted that about
15 supporters showed up including graduate students and doctoral
student adjuncts. However, as far as
faculty, he was the only one present. He credits the lack of faculty
involvement to a number of reasons, but highlights apathy. “A lot
of adjuncts work full time in other
industries” and teach at night, noting that he used to do so as well.
“I’ve taught at CUNY for decades
at night and worked in information

systems” during the day, he said.
Baruch adjuncts and Professional Staff Congress (PSC), the
CUNY union, made an attempt to
contact President Kathleen Waldron in November and implore her
to change the policy. However, she
was unavailable to meet with them,
according to the professor. Another
unsuccessful attempt was made in
December, he said.
The professor indicated, “Adjuncts are the migrant workers of
higher education” because they
are hired and fired on the “whim of
the university.” The decline of the
situation has led him to believe that
there is a “massive disinvestment of
public higher education.” According to him, some faculty members
have “given up. Not on their stu-

BORIS BERDICHEVSKIY I THE TICKER

dents or teaching, but on the prospect of equity.”
In the interest of educating
students on this issue, the professor stated that about 50 percent
of courses are taught by adjuncts.
They do not have academic freedom, they are poorly paid and their
benefits are “poor to non-existent.”
According to their website, the
PSC “negotiates, administers and
enforces collective bargaining
agreements; protects the rights of
staff through the grievance and arbitration process; engages in political activity on behalf of CUNY and
its staff and students; and advocates
for the interests of the instructional
staff in its various forums.”

Oriana So, freshman at Baruch
College, is not your average student. A member of the prestigious
Macaulay Honors College, an intern at prominent resource center
for business strategy, Presentation
Excellence, an active member of
the student networking group AISEC and a distinguished gymnast,
the marketing major has more going for her than just intellect.
While what So already has on
her plate is enough to make many
students want to pull their hair out,
she has taken her involvement at
Baruch even further.
So recently helped establish a
program called InternPower at Baruch in conjunction with Baruch
professor Jerry Cahn, of the Management Department and CEO of
Presentation Excellence. When interviewed for the internship, Cahn
asked So if she wanted to head a
project he had in mind. Cahn had
hosted hundreds of interns before
and his idea was to have them network with one another and with
supervisors and companies in order to improve the experiences of
everyone involved.
So and Cahn set to work on establishing the program at Baruch.
According to her, “It was interesting but really was a lot to work from
scratch, a lot of the work, including

the website was my work.” The website, InternPower.com links students, supervisors, school advisors
and companies together in one forum, promoting an unprecedented
exchange of ideas and information
between the groups.
For students, the forum provides
a space to share internship experiences and advice between veteran
interns and students searching for
their first internship. InternPower
is poised to ease this process greatly
for students and companies alike.
Internships can be gateways to
countless opportunities for students, and are stepping stones for
beginning and furthering careers.
By making it easier and less overwhelming for students to procure
an internship, InternPower is also
making it easier for students to excel in their internships. Cahn has
another goal in mind as well to
help students market themselves
and apply the knowledge they gain
from internships to the real world.
InternPower has also recently
hit the social networking site Facebook, in the form of a group. The
new group on Facebook, which was
also So’s idea, is aimed at aiding
students in finding, procuring, and
excelling in their chosen internships.
As the program and website
grow over the coming months and
years, they will certainly be priceless tools for interns and firms.
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Campus Briefs
COMPILED BY MAYA KASHYAP
NEWS EDITOR

•

•

Baruch has implemented a
new webmail system which
boasts 5 GB of space, a lifetime account, mobile access, and virus protection,
among other features. Log
in to find out more.
An MBA and MS information session will be held
Feb. 5 from 6:00 p.m. to 7:45
p.m. at the Newman Confer-

•

ence Center, seventh floor.
Hear representatives from
Zicklin Graduate Program,
Graduate Career Management Center, and Graduate
Admissions as well as speak
with faculty from each department. Light refreshments will be served prior
to the event.
The USG elections fee and
constitution
referendum
and petition review deadline is Feb. 14.

Youths are ready to vote
ß CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
with many students wherever he
goes, Sen. Edwards is reaching out
to young people online, through
social networking sites. He is not
the only candidate taking advantage of Internet resources such as
Facebook, MySpace and YouTube.
Many of the candidates have profiles on all of these sites and often
come up with creative ways to utilize them to their advantage.
It is not just the existing internet-services that are being utilized
during this primary season. New
services are being created as well,
like the Harvard’s Institute of Politics “No Vote, No Voice” web-based
program. “No Voice, No Vote,” NoVoteNoVoice.com, is designed to
make the election process easier
for students by enabling them to
register to vote and get news and
information about the candidate
and campaigns.
Making election process easier
for youth can drastically change
the youth turnout. States and legislatures that have allowed Election
Day registration have increased
their voter turn out by as much as

14 percent. CIRCLE, The Center
for Information and Research on
Civic Learning and Engagement,
reported that “other laws that seem
to increase youth voting are: early
voting at convenient locations and
voter registration at state motor
vehicles agencies. In states that
mailed sample ballots ad information about polling places and extended polling place hours, youth
turnout increased by about 10 percentage points.”
Overall this year, the youth voter
turnout has deviated from the past
elections. According to the CIRCLE,
the youth turnout rate in Iowa rose
to 13 percent in 2008 from 4 percent
in 2004 and 3 percent in 2000 and
in New Hampshire the youth vote
increased from 28 percent in 2000
to 43 percent this year.
“Younger Americans are doing
their part, registering to vote, paying more attention to issues and
politics, and now turning out in Nevada and South Carolina,” said CIRCLE Director Peter Levine. “Now it
is up to political leaders to reach
out to younger Americans and run
campaigns that address their issues
and concerns.”
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Did you know . . .
A 30-second commercial spot on this year’s Super Bowl will cost approximately $2.7 million?
Tell us what you think at OpEd@theticker.org.

Stop the sky from falling
MANU H. KUMASI
A recent article describing the then current talks at the United Nations Climate
Change Convention, discussed the international approach to diminish greenhouse gas
emissions after 2012.
The U.S. delegates, who at this point had
become subject to hisses and boos during the
plenary meeting, claimed their chief reason
for opposing the current framework for talks
was that they strongly believed that developing countries, like China and India, must be
held accountable for emission quotas as well

as developing nations. Under the Kyoto Protocol, developing nations, independent of
their national GDP, are not specifically obligated to reduce their own emission count.
China retorted, saying they are more concerned with growing out of poverty. Meanwhile, many researchers predict that China
will surpass the U.S. as the top polluter by the
end of this year. Beijing scored 421 and 500
on air pollution tests, 500 being the worst,
just days before the new year. According to
The New York Times, “Officials warned residents to stay indoors … but residents here are
accustomed to breathing foul air.”
Clearly, competition plays a big role in in-

ternational discussions. However, what’s the
point of competing if we are slowly setting
the world on a course that could eventually
wipe out the country you’re competing with,
as well as your own? Not to be Chicken Little,
but world, the sky is falling.
It has been scientifically proven that the
ice in Greenland, the amount of which can
raise the global sea level by three feet if it
continues to melt, is being negatively affected by greenhouse gas emissions. Acidification of the oceans, a result of the rise of
carbon dioxide, prohibits calcification, the
process through which coral reefs form their
skeletons. Animals all over the world are
being forced to adapt to their warming surroundings or perish as their habitats change
drastically.
Like all international undertakings, progress takes time. When the subject has potentially great effects on one’s economy, the process takes even longer. So, what’s to be done?
As many local leaders and communities have
already noted, while we’re waiting on federal
assistance we can make changes in our own
domain, hoping that the spirit will catch and
spread.
Think about your daily activities and how
they can be improved. Do you drive to school?
Can you bike instead, saving on tolls and meter money and, at the same time, getting exercise? Do you leave lights on when you exit
a room? Turn them off. Not to preach, but
small things like this make a huge difference
when broadly applied.
With over 70 percent of its students being
business majors, Baruch holds some of the
world’s future leaders of major corporations
and organizations. I urge us all to do what
we can to contribute to the emission-reducing effort and to incite a sense of urgency for
environmental protection in both our college
student and professional circles.

CHINAEXPAT.COM

Separation of myth and fact
NIR BUCHLER
On Dec. 10, 2007, an opinion piece written by Christopher Espejo was published,
called the “Separation of menorah and tree.”
The author argued that since Baruch allowed
a menorah in its lobby, a Christmas tree
should also have been placed.
Espejo starts with the premise that Christmas trees no longer have a religious connotation. Well, from the perspective of some, they
still do. After all, Christmas trees are named
the way they are to celebrate the birth of Jesus.
However, to strengthen his argument, Espejo brings up Hanukkah, the Jewish holiday,
and asks why the president of Baruch College
was present at a Hanukkah ceremony in the
lobby. He adds, speaking of this event, “I’m
sure pictures of the event will make their way
to our wealthy Jewish benefactors.”
I want to reassure Espejo. I was present
at the Hanukkah ceremony and there was
no official school photographer taking pictures of Kathleen Waldron for fundraising
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purposes. The president, whom Rabbi Stolik
and I invited, came because she was willing
to celebrate diversity and she respects every
culture and religion. Espejo’s assumption is
not only ridiculous, but full of prejudice.
I would also like to answer Espejo about
religious displays and the parallel between
the menorah and the tree. The reason why I
requested the space around the BPAC elevator is because I couldn’t get a recurrent space
for each day of the celebration of Hanukkah at 5:30 p.m. I also wanted students who
couldn’t light a menorah with their family
because of their busy schedule to be able to
do so with the Baruch community. It is a duty
for Jews to light candles each night during the
period of Hanukkah and I felt it was important that commuter students know about it.
And, true, the location helped.
The menorah should not be in permanent
public display more than an hour after the
religious celebration, and I even carried the
six-foot tall menorah to the club area myself.
However, as it always happens, things don’t
get done and it happened that the menorah
stayed downstairs. But it was not my role to
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carry it each time.
It is not really savvy to compare and complain about what each religious or ethnic
group on campus gets. I will again reassure
you that the request for a location came from
clubs, and neither Baruch College nor the
Office of Student Life paid a single dime for
the six-foot tall menorah; it was brought from
outside.
Further, the title on the front page of The
Ticker, “Campus cancels Christmas,” was erroneous. To my knowledge, there was no request from any club for a Christmas tree or a
Christmas celebration. I truly believe that this
title was an exaggeration. Indeed, had Jewish
clubs not requested to celebrate Hanukkah, I
would not have complained and said “Campus cancels Hanukkah.”
As president of the Jewish club Hillel, I
would have gladly come to a Christmas tree
celebration. In the past, I have worked and
even hosted events with other faiths or ethnic clubs. However, it is important in order to
respect diversity to not misunderstand and
wrongly interpret what happens on campus.
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Hockey, snow and
maple syrup
Random, eh? Feeling a bit north of
the border? Well, welcome to my new column. Believe it or not, the title actually
has some sort of meaning — it represents
my Canadian background as well as the
random elements of life that will be discussed here. Enjoy!
Humans are weird. At least that’s
the impression that someone from another planet would
have upon landing on
Earth. (The existence
of other beings such
as Martians and the
very friendly E.T. is extremely hypothetical,
but for the purpose of
this article, let’s pre- MARIANE ST-MAURICE
tend they exist.)
Opinion Editor
Though we are a
pretty organized society, some of our
ways and habits could seem outright
ridiculous. This thought struck me over
winter break when I was at the airport,
patiently waiting for my luggage to come
around on the baggage claim carrousel.
I suddenly looked around and saw over
a hundred people standing around rotating bags, watching each item intently,
hoping to be able to claim some quickly
enough.
Now, what I thought was the funniest
part was that the same few pieces went
around a few times without anything
new being added, yet every time, people would hopefully reach for the same
bags — and have the same disappointed
reaction each time.
It was quite entertaining to watch,
particularly the lady who grabbed every
red piece of luggage she saw, put back
what wasn’t hers — only to reach for it
again the next time it came around.
Another funny thing we do is look
down the tunnel when we wait for
trains. Looking down the platform when
you first get there is understandable, but
have you ever noticed that people tend
to wait for the next train facing the direction from which the train will arrive?
Do we really think that will make the
train get to us faster?
On the same note, looking repeatedly into the dark tunnels does not have
an effect on train speed either — though
it can provide some charming subway
rat encounters.
And, while we’re in Super Bowl season, why not take notice to what people
look like when they watch sports. Like
sheep, we flock to the living room of our
friend who has the biggest TV screen,
eat tons of food and watch the game.
Getting into the game, cheering when
our team scores or groaning when a
brilliant opportunity is missed are understandable. After all, tickets are hard
to get.
What is most amusing to me, however, is the instances when fans yell things
out to the players, coaches and refs. To
all you people who scream at a player to
pass the ball, or yell obscenities at refs, I
say this: they can’t hear you. I also doubt
that the fact that you haven’t shaved
since your team started winning has an
effect on the score.
But, as silly as those behaviors are,
we’ll keep doing them because, thankfully, the existence of laughing extraterrestrials has yet to be confirmed.
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Even as I write this now and I see the very words etched in ink before my eyes,
I continue to be struck with an overwhelming sense of disbelief. There is nothing
grammatically wrong with the statement, the spelling is not off; nor is it factually
incorrect. Though, “I had a friend” sends a shiver throughout my body solely by its
being in the past tense.
At 20 years old, and looking objectively at the life that I have thus led, not much
can be spoken of in the past tense. What with high school less than three years past,
the few “life-shaping experiences” we have need even a thorough dusting, which essentially is why Hasan’s death was so poignant and so untimely for all of us who knew
him, and I’m sure many others who will read this. He was only 20 years old.
To die for a cause is one thing, but to step behind the wheel and die at the mercy of
a fellow roadster is another matter entirely. While the first scenario can create heroes,
the latter is often cast off as a mere statistic and subjected to the cruel punishment of
silence in the shadows, never to be spoken of, but constantly on the tip of our tongues.
Perhaps even the most agnostic of us will light a candle before bed, say a little prayer
quietly to ourselves. But will we ever grant this tragic hero his legendary status in the
public forum, in which he belongs? Not accounting the factor of free will, which I deem
irrelevant, did Hasan not face death and the unknown? For this reason alone, he is a
true hero. He is no number adding weight to a bar graph.
Despite the number of times I repeat it, I find it difficult to come to grips with the
events of Jan. 5 and, in all honesty, I don’t think I ever will. The image of Hasan living is so deeply ingrained in my mind’s eye, that I cannot picture him otherwise. The
whole event seems like a cruel typo or an unfortunate misunderstanding in a game
of telephone. I keep hoping to hear his voice at the other end of the dial tone.
I remember wondering to myself what precisely lay in Hasan’s future, what he
would accomplish and further, who he would become. But Hasan will always be that
20-year-old young man that I would voraciously devour Subway cookies with, even
as the years begin to cast ridges on my face.
Perhaps a better, more fitting title for my rambling would be “Though technically
I had a friend, I continue to have a friend.” I don’t mean any hocus-pocus by this, I
am not arguing for the existence of any sort of afterlife, where Hasan may now reside
and where he speaks to me in the most mysterious of ways. If for certain there did exist
a paradise in the sky, something like a Caribbean island of the afterlife, I hope Hasan
is in his words, “chillin.”
But, I digress. What I mean to communicate is that Hasan did not choose to discontinue our friendship, and thus he will never stop being the close companion he was
to me. Hasan will always be (note the future tense), he will always be a friend.

Jacqueline Chancer, student

I knew Hasan through my ENG 2850
class during fall 2007 semester. Although
I knew him for only a brief period of time,
he gave me impression of being a sincerely
intelligent and remarkable individual.
During our class, he would raise truly
unique ideas and I envied him greatly
for his exceptional views on literature.
He always had a smile on his face
and he really appreciated the learning
experience that Baruch has to offer. I
deeply regret not getting to know him as
well as some of my other classmates had.
What I wish for more than anything is
for everyone to know the love and joy Hasan
brought to our world and how grateful we
are to have experienced that. In a way, he
helped me appreciate what I have now and
what I have to look forward to in the future.
Hasan was an extraordinary person
and will be missed by all. May his soul rest
in peace and may his memory never fade.

Marc Jorge, student

In high school, I tried so hard to hate
you but I couldn’t. As the days turned
into months and then into years, you
not only made a connection with me,
but with everyone you met. Now that
you’re gone, we all realize that you
were the bridge to many friendships.
I can still hear your laughter the last
time you called me.
I will miss you trying to convince
me why Ron Paul is the best candidate,
trying to convince me that The Game
by Neil Strauss is the new Holy Grail,
your awful attempts at making fun
of me in Urdu, you ordering the same
Subway sandwich with turkey, Swiss
cheese, olives, light mayonnaise and
red wine vinaigrette, you offering me
hand sanitizer every time you used it.
We never quite got the goodbye
handshake right, just like I don’t know
the right way to say goodbye. A part
of us died with you but a part of you
continues to live in all of us.
The world will be a bit smaller now
that you’re gone because it lost an incredibly genuine and generous human
being, someone it desperately needs.

Divyam Shrivastava, student
Hasan was an eager participant in my english class, always prepared and insightful and genuinely enthusiastic. He was clever too, in a quick way that made
me suspect he hadn’t had to work up to his potential yet.
Hasan was particularly voluble the day we read a short story entitled “Zaabalawi,” by Naguib Mahfouz. It’s a story about a sick man in search of the mystical Zaabalawi, who embodies contradiction and eludes definition. Now, Hasan’s
insights have become poignant and his sentences take on more significance to me,
almost explaining that we cannot know why things happen, but that our spiritual
searches must continue.
As one character says about Zaabalawi to the sick man, “Such are saints or they
would not be saints.” The timing and method of Hasan’s being taken from this
world seem so cruel, so I think back to this story and try to find comfort in meaning
that eludes us.

Mary McGlynn, professor
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Presidential hopefuls’ little helpers
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Often, the success of a presidential candidate relies on their supporters and endorsers, many of whom
are famous people such as Oprah
Winfrey, who campaigns for Senator
Barrack Obama, and martial arts expert Chuck Norris, who supports former Governor Mike Huckabee. Both
John Edwards’ and Dennis Kucinich’s
campaigns have been influenced by
their respective wives. With the New
York primary right around the corner,
these celebrity endorsers and supporting spouses are more important
than ever.
It is during this time when the
candidates’ campaigns intensify and
their surrogate delegates become
more outspoken. Sometimes, it is
hard to distinguish who the voters
are really voting for — the surrogate
supporters or the actual candidates?
Once the candidate is elected,
their spouse’s role in the White
House is significant and consequently, their spouse’s approval rating can
affect their own chances at the White
House. A Lifetime poll was conducted
by Opinion Research Corporation as
a part of their Every Woman Counts
campaign which showed that 52 percent of women polled admitted that
a candidate’s spouse influences their
vote.
In both Iowa and New Hampshire,
many of the candidates’ spouses attended various house parties, “Let’s
Pick a President” events and town
hall meetings.
Democratic candidate John Edwards has relied heavily on support
from his wife, Elizabeth, who has
been very active in her husband’s
campaign. She answered questions
during one of the town hall meetings
in Manchester, NH concerning what
her initiatives would be if she were to
become the First Lady.
Similarly, Elizabeth Kucinich
campaigned long and hard for her
husband, democrat Dennis Kucinich,
who just dropped out of the primaries, by giving thoroughly detailed
speeches. With her cool and so-

LATIMES.COM
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Oprah Winfrey recently threw her support behind Democrat Barack Obama.
phisticated English accent, she was,
in many people’s eyes, the perfect
candidate’s wife. After finishing her
speech at the “If I Were a President”
forum, she offered to stay around and
answer questions concerning her
husband’s campaign.
It seems that Elizabeth was not
the only one campaigning hard for
Kucinich. After Kucinich was excluded from ABC’s New Hampshire debate, actor Viggo Mortensen joined
him in Manchester and raised his
own voice.
“When a television network has
the power to decide which candidates
are ‘worthy’ of addressing the American people, it robs the American
people of their most precious right to
the free flow of information and dissenting points of view,” Mortensen
said. “If my being here provides additional attention to the Congressman’s strong beliefs and progressive

platform, I’m glad to do it.”
Aside from Mortensen, actress
Madeleine Stowe spoke at the “If I

Talk Radio News
Service reported
that half of the
voters who attended
Huckabee’s rally
in Iowa were
there just to see
[Chuck] Norris.
Were a President” forum on John
Edwards’ behalf and even became
teary-eyed when explaining to the

HuckChuck get together to drop-kick their way to the White House.
audience why health care is an important issue. “Desperate Housewives” James Denton also made his
rounds on behalf of the Edwards’
campaign.
By contrast, celebrity endorsement is not always as beneficial as
hoped for the candidate.
Oprah Winfrey’s endorsement for
Barack Obama was a hugely publicized event, however, the Lifetime
poll reported that, in general, 73
percent of women say that Oprah’s
campaigning in New Hampshire for
Obama made no difference to them.
Among women under 30, nearly
one in three, or 32 percent, say that
Oprah stumping actually made
them less likely to support Obama.
Furthermore, Oprah experienced a
backlash concerning her endorsement for Obama from many of her
fans, who have commented on her
website about her choosing a male

ED in ’08: the candidate for students
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Among the many red, white and
blue campaign signs planted all
over Manchester, NH, a few black
and gold ones stand out, those that
say “ED in ’08.” Interestingly, ED is
not a new candidate or an old one.
Rather, it is an issue that hits close
to home for every student — education.
Strong American Schools is a
non-partisan campaign whose
goal is to make education a priority in the 2008 presidential election, which uses “ED in ’08” as their
slogan and main focus. The Strong
American Schools campaign is financed by grants from the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation and The
Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation.
According to the campaign information kit, its budget is estimated
to be as much as $60 million over
18 months.
During that time, the campaign
aims to inform people, as well as
campaign on the “hard facts about
the status of American education
and the creative possibilities for
improvement.” They are also trying
to make education a top domestic
priority for the next administration
by raising awareness on American
education standards such as providing effective teachers for every
classroom and giving more time
and support for students.

Cara Girolimon and Kaley Smith,
freshmen at the University of New
Hampshire and volunteers for the
ED in ’08 campaign in Manchester,
explained that the campaign does
not back any specific candidate,
but rather encourages them to start
talking about education and take
a stand on the issues relating to it.
The major priority for ED in ’08 is
to make sure that voters cast their
vote with education in mind.
“I think education is something
that our age group is particularly
concerned about because we are
the ones paying the college tuitions.
I think that will definitely draw the
[younger] voters to the polls, I am
hopeful anyway,” said Smith. “We
are attending every rally, every
event we can find, just letting people know education is what [they]
should be voting on.”
According to Girolimon, besides
teenagers and college students,
some of the most responsive audiences are parents. ED in ’08 claims
that education should be important to everyone, not just parents
and students because it is the root
of greater issues that are debated in
the upcoming presidential election,
like national security, environment
and health care.
Some may feel that the lack of
proper education will not only hinder our ability to solve challenges
facing our nation, but that it is also

candidate over a female one.
While Oprah might not have
drawn the crowds, Chuck Norris sure
did. When the former Arkansas governor Mike Huckabee announced
his schedule of events for the New
Hampshire primary, Norris made
plans himself to accompany him to
every one of them.
Meredith MacKenzie, the chief
Pentagon correspondent for Talk Radio News Service, reported that half
of the voters who attended Huckabee’s rally in Des Moines, Iowa were
there just to see Norris.
With so many surrogate delegates
campaigning during this election,
it is tough to distinguish who is really making the difference — the
candidates or the delegates. But like
Mortensen said, it really is just the
attention that these delegates bring
to their respective candidates that
might make all the difference.

STRANGE BUT TRUE
COMPILED BY LIA EUSTACHEWICH
FEATURES EDITOR

Waleed needs a new wallet
While working in his family’s
deli in Harlem on New Year’s Eve,
Waleed Alsaidi discovered that he
won big — after selling himself a
lottery scratch-off ticket. The 22year-old will take home $10,000
a week (about $6,500 after taxes)
from the $20 Win for Life Spectacular ticket.
A new green for your diet
A Brooklyn family found a tiny
frog “comfortably nestled in the
leaves of organic lettuce” purchased
from a local food store. Yvonne Brechbuhler, 39, described the hopping critter as being no bigger than
the tip of her pinky and named him
“Curious.” The family and their 7year-old daughter brought the frog
to Sean Casey Animal Rescue to be
put up for adoption.

JANA KASPERKEVIC I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

ED in ‘08 is the successor of the 2006 STAND UP Against Poverty campaign.
a moral issue that needs to be addressed.
“All students — no matter their
race or income or neighborhood
— should have the opportunity to
attend a strong American school,”
claims the ED in ’08 packet. There
are many more issues related to education that need to be addressed

and ED in ’08 encourages voters to
take them into consideration while
also bringing these specific issues
to the forefront of this election.
For more
EDin08.com.

information

visit

Make that a double order
Turns out oysters aren’t only
just good for your love life — they
may hold your next family heirloom. Mike McHenry of New Jersey
got the shock of his life when he
crunched into what he thought was
an oyster shell while dining out at
Russo’s Ristorante in Washington
Borough. Instead, he revealed a
pea-sized pearl. Though the pearl
may not be worth much because
it’s misshapen and discolored,
McHenry plans on keeping it on his
bar as a souvenir.
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Financials face stormy ’08 outlook
BY ARI JAHJA
MARKET CORRESPONDENT

Despite the slump in the housing
market, widening credit spreads
and high food and energy prices,
the major U.S. stock indexes (DJIA,
Nasdaq and S&P 500) managed to
post gains in 2007. With an eye on a
slowing economy in 2008, investors
started favoring large cap growth
stocks, which have international
exposure and are benefiting from
the weak U.S. dollar.
Merrill Lynch & Co., Morgan
Stanley, Goldman Sachs Group
Inc. and Nomura Securities
International Inc. are all predicting
a recession in 2008. Goldman Sachs
economists, leading the bear camp,
have lowered this year’s United
States GDP estimates to 0.8 percent
from 1.8 percent. With the prospect
of a U.S. recession increasing,
global market sentiments have
been souring.
With tremendous volatility
in the market, stock picking can
be very difficult without careful
research. Therefore, I also included
a few exchange-traded funds. The
following is my 2008 outlook for
a few industries that I follow. The
major factors that can contribute
to the upside/downside risks to the
outlook is the economy.
Financial
Financial stocks have been hit
badly by the surge in U.S. sub-prime
defaults that began last summer,
and many have revealed huge
write-downs or sold additional
shares to raise capital.

Although the sector’s earnings
is estimated to grow 24 percent,
be mindful that this is attributed
to an easier comparison with last
year and the sector is set for further
downward revisions going forward.
As the housing downturn and
problems with mortgage-backed
securities spills over to the broader
economy, it has hurt financial
firms from brokerage houses, bond
insurers and mortgage lenders,
to regional banks. Also worth
paying attention to is the
rising delinquencies on
consumer debt. This is
a troubling signal for
credit-card
related
companies such as
Capital
One
and
American Express. I
advise investors to
be careful on “valuetraps”
although
many stocks
are trading
at trough
multiples
and abovea v e r a g e
yields. Citi’s
41
percent
dividend
cut
may
be
the
leading indicator
of additional cuts
by more financial
firms
struggling
to preserve cash.
A simple way to make
bets on this sector is through ETFs
tracking the sector such as Select
Sector SPDR Financial ETF (XLF).
Outlook: Negative

Auto
Given the weak macroeconomic
backdrop, I would avoid the auto
sector as a whole. General Motors
Corp., Ford Motor Co. and Chrysler
LLC have all announced firstquarter production cuts, citing
slower demand as consumers
continue to be rattled by high fuel
prices and trouble in the housing
market.

ILLUSTRATED BY
EDWARD WU I THE TICKER

Furthermore,
U.S.
auto
suppliers
are
unlikely to see financial
improvements this year amid
industrywide
overcapacity,
pressure on auto makers to cut
prices and expectations for lower
sales according to Fitch Ratings.
A significant portion of the

production cuts will be in the large
pickup truck segment, which will
particularly hurt suppliers with the
most exposure to that part of the
market such as American Axle &
Manufacturing Holdings Inc., Lear
Corp. and Magna International
Inc.
Outlook: Negative
Health Care
The health care sector is generally
viewed as a safe haven for investors
during
economic
downturns
because while consumers may
reduce discretionary spending,
health care is typically a necessary
expense. A stock worth watching is
large-cap health insurer Humana
Inc. (HUM), which has risen 12
percent YTD. Banc of America
Securities analyst Joseph France
recently raised his price target
on Humana to $95 from $85 and
increased his 2008 per-share
estimates to $5.50 from $5.40 per
share. France said the company is
historically conservative with its
Medicare guidance, noting it has
beat its initial annual estimates by
an average of 35,000 members since
2005, which means the company
could report better-than-expected
results. Another positive catalyst
is that it will be at least three years
until Congress can make any cuts
in Medicare Advantage programs,
under which the government pays
insurance companies for taking
on the risk of covering the health
needs of elderly patients.
Outlook: Positive
SEE MARKET PAGE 9

Dollar declines; not all bad
BY ALI A. KHALIQ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It is all over the news these days
— the dollar is “falling.” Those
Canadian quarters you sometimes
mistakenly get are now equal to
their American counterparts and
all hell has broken loose because
the British pound now equals two
dollars.
The terms rise/fall and strength/
weakness are used as relative terms
to other foreign currencies such
as the pound, euro and yen. In
relative terms to the important or
“benchmark” currency rates, the
dollar is indeed weakening.
First, let’s consider why the
value of a currency is affected by
both domestic and international
conditions.
Domestically, the Consumer
Price Index, which is a measure
of the price level of consumer
goods and services, is an indicator
of inflation used to measure the
purchasing power of the dollar
over time. As the CPI increases,
the purchasing power of the dollar
goes down.
But even if there is a stable value
of a currency because of a decent
CPI level, the value of a currency
can rise or fall in comparison
to another country’s currency.
The Foreign Exchange (FOREX)
market, which is unregulated,
operates 24/7, adjusting the value
of currency according to the basic
laws of supply and demand.
Factors contributing to the weak
U.S. dollar today include lower and/
or expected lower interest rates than
rates abroad, higher inflation (CPI),
a slackening domestic economy
in comparison to other major

economies, a monetary policy that
changed objectives with the subprime “fallout” and most troubling,
a growing domestic trade deficit.
Howard Ross, a distinguished
professor of economics and finance
at Baruch, explains, “Supply of
dollars in the world has increased
faster than the demand for dollars
at a stable price.” He highlights
the trade deficit pressures, stating,
“The dollar value of our imports
consistently exceeds the dollar
value of our exports and a major
villain is increases in the price and
demand for imported oil.”
However, the “weaker” dollar
isn’t all bad news and disaster. True,
Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez
and Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad caused a ruckus
at November’s OPEC meeting
demanding oil prices no longer be
denominated in what they termed
“worthless dollars” and there has
been talk of GCC countries getting
off the dollar peg as Kuwait has
already done, further decreasing
dollar demand and value.
But fear not, it is likely that U.S.
allies like Saudi Arabia will make
sure as they did in the November
OPEC meeting, that any ludicrous
attempts to denominate crude oil
in a currency other than the dollar
will be blocked and dismissed.
Without much thought, clearly
one of the biggest winners of a
weakened dollar are exporters. U.S.
exports become more competitive
with reduced pricing of local
currency in the destined markets
and thus U.S. firms are able to
strengthen their export operations.
Imports, on the other hand,
become pricier when denominated
in the “weaker” dollar and thus

ST. LOUIS FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD (DOLLAR INDEX); REUTERS VIA WSJ MARKET DATABASE (EXCHANGE RATES)

a decrease in demand of goods
because the consumer is assumed
to go for the best value. In turn,
U.S. firms find less competitive
pressure from abroad and are able
to sell more of their own products
at home.
Ross explains that we should
have, theoretically, a net result
whereas there “should be a
narrowing of the [trade] deficit.”
Although, the professor admits,
“The results so far give no reason to
celebrate.”
But there are other advantages
as well. The tourism industry thrives
since not only do Americans see
domestic vacations as cheaper and
a better value than international,
but also as foreigners pour into U.S.
cities for cheaper deals. It should
also add up to strengthen consumer
spending.
Rockefeller
Center,
for
example, is an ever-popular tourist
destination, that drew greater
number of crowds this year since

the weak dollar enticed many
foreigners to come here and do
their Christmas shopping.
In the short term, the dollar is
expected to continue its slide due
to expected central bank easing
and consistent demand for oil, and
all the while “there appear to be no
compelling forces to reverse the
direction,” says Ross.
One way to hedge against
possible further dollar weakness
would be to get exposure to
commodities like gold and oil
through ETFs, which rise in price
as the dollar slides. Another way
would be to open a foreign currency
account, which is becoming
increasingly popular and available.
However, any speculative bet
against the dollar should be taken
with caution as there is a great deal
of uncertainty involved. Future
events are always unpredictable
and it is difficult to analyze all the
expectations that the market has
priced in.

LETTER FROM THE
BUSINESS EDITOR
Welcome to the spring
semester! After two months in
this position, I’m fully aware of
the pressure that comes with
being the business editor in
a school with predominantly
business students. The goal
of the business section is to
inform, educate and inspire
Baruch students and it is our
objective to ensure that all
articles reflect these goals.
With the help of two of
Baruch’s most interesting
and brilliant minds, Ari Jahja,
market correspondent, and
Andrew Gyrla, economics
correspondent), we hope
to feature
articles that
students
can
learn
and benefit
from.
It
is
also
the
aim of our EMMANUEL ONYENYILI
dedicated
Business Editor
business
writers
to write articles that not
only engage your interest,
but also capture your
imagination. Expect diverse
content that will range from
articles on technical analysis
reports, profiles of emerging
economies to interviews with
prominent Baruch alumni.
While we may not have the
resources of The Wall Street
Journal, we take solace in
the belief that the defining
factor is never resources, but
resourcefulness.
Consumers are affected by
housing prices, stock prices
and jobs, and with all three
sectors spewing negative
figures, the downside risk to
the economy continue to grow
appreciably. The dejected
housing market, high energy
prices and continuing credit
squeeze are all serious signs
that we may be in the early
stages of a recession.
In an effort to avert a
recession, or at least shorten
the period of one, the Federal
Reserve
announced
an
emergency 75 basis points
rate cut last week Tuesday.
This is only the fifth time in
history that the Fed has ever
taken such action in between
scheduled meetings.
On average it takes six
months to get into a recession
and roughly 15 months to
get through it, so consumers
might be in for a long haul. If
we are in fact at the genesis
of a recession, a key question
to ask is whether it will be a
global recession.
For the first two trading
days of last week, Asian and
European markets plunged
into the red. Japan’s Nikkei
225, China’s CSI 300, Hong
Kong’s Hang Seng, India’s
Sensex, German’s DAX and
Russia’s MICEX all lost value.
Finally,
among
my
predictions for this year is a
50 basis points cut by the Fed
during their next meeting. I
also expect commodities to
continue to stay hot. Google
will continue to innovate
and redefine ingenuity while
everyone’s favorite stock,
Apple will continue to prove to
be the ultimate growth stock.
And the U.S. economy will
prove to be a very resilient.
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Fidelia discuses her initiatives
n CONTINUED FROM FRONT

we always start with the question,
“What does our client need?”
This client-centered mentality has
proven very successful for us. And
since I am naturally customerservice oriented, having a firm that
shares my personal philosophies
has proven both beneficial and
highly motivating.
Having a great culture attracts
great people. At my most recent
birthday party, I noticed that nearly
everyone attending was a friend
through work.
Not only have I been able to
work with people who are smart,
talented, humble, and who believe
in doing the right thing, but I have
been fortunate enough to shape
a long term career by working
in various divisions across the
Firm and on a variety of satisfying
projects. Everything I love, I can do
right here at Lehman!
What inspired you to become
a co-founder of the Lehman
Brothers Partnership Solutions
Group (PSG)?
PSG was created to promote
inclusion and to manage seniorlevel relationships with women
and minority — owned companies.
Having been born in Haiti, one of
the poorest countries in the world, I
am very grateful for everything that
has been given to me since moving
to the United States. I was able to
become a managing director in just
10 years, travel to over 30 countries
and cultivate relationships with
clients and employees around the
world. I could never have imagined
such accomplishments as a child in

Haiti.
I came to a point in my career
when I wanted to find a way to
incorporate diversity and inclusion
into a commercial platform. To
do so, we created a relationship
management group focused on
developing business opportunities
for women and minority-owned
firms. With senior management
support, we created something
sustainable: PSG has been able to
create partnerships between many
of our clients and various business
areas at Lehman Brothers. Our
vision is to extend our success in
the U.S. to regions globally.
You helped create and brand
Women’s Initiatives Leading
Lehman (WILL) and Lehman
Employees of African Descent
(LEAD). Can you describe the
impact that these employee
networks have had on your
career?
Lehman Brothers has grown
significantly since we went public
in 1994. We wanted to maintain our
culture and the close-knit feel of the
firm even as thousands of new hires
joined our ranks each year. WILL
and LEAD provide opportunities
for employees to create informal
networks for mentoring and
professional development — all
vital resources to successful Wall
Street careers. These networks also
allow members to give back to the
Firm by sharing what they have
learned with others. Both WILL and
LEAD allow me to offer the same
support and mentorship to my
colleagues that I received along my
career path. The support created by
such networks helps so many — I

can’t imagine how large companies
could function without them!
Looking back, are there any
opportunities that you wish you
had taken? Are there any that
stand out as ones you are glad you
took?
I never say no to a good
opportunity! One opportunity I
am glad I took involved a joint
venture with a company based in
Boston. As a fluent Spanish and
French speaker, I always felt more
comfortable taking leadership
roles in businesses involving Latin
America and Europe. At the time, I
wasn’t sure how to present myself
as a woman of color and as a project
leader for this particular client.
While I possessed the client skills,
engaging with a new Firm in a new
city was daunting from a diversity
standpoint. Still, I overcame my
self-doubt and initial hesitation,
making one of the best decisions
of my career: nobody cared about
my race, color, or gender -- just my
competency.
I realize now that often times
doubt stems from one’s own fears
and stereotypes, and it is important
to not only recognize this, but to
overcome it.

n CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
Oil

Gold
The top performing industry
YTD has been gold stocks, as
reflected by the Dow Jones U.S.
Gold Mining Index that gained
6.62 percent. While the long-term
outlook for industrial metals such
as iron ore, nickel, aluminum, zinc
and copper is still favorable due to
a global infrastructure boom, the
global economic slowdown in 2008
can weaken consumption.
In contrast, the demand for gold
has been trending upward driven
by
favorable
supply/demand
fundamentals and investor interest
in the bullion’s ability to hedge
against a weakening U.S. economy
and sliding U.S. dollar. John H. Hill
of Citi Investment Research has
kept his gold price target of $750 in
2008, $800 in 2009 and $820 in 2010,
but said the precious metal could
“test” the $1,000 mark this year.

ILLUSTRATED BY EDWARD WU I THE TICKER

The basic ways to invest in gold
is through ETF streetTRACKS Gold
Shares (GLD) and gold equities.
My top pick is Barrick Gold (ABX),
which is the largest gold producer
in the world with an expected 2008
production of 8.3 million ounces.
Citi has a 12 month target price of
$62 for the stock.
Outlook: Positive
Agriculture
There are two main drivers
in supporting high grain prices:
rising income and improving
diets in emerging markets, which
translate into increased demand
for meat, dairy and animal feed.
Furthermore, global demand for
cleaner biofuel is also on the rise.
As a result, agriculture-related
stocks, such as the world’s largest
fertilizer maker Potash Corp., seed
maker Monsanto and agricultural
equipment maker Deere, rallied
nicely in 2007.
Although their growth story
and fundamentals remain intact
since the bulk of their growth
comes from outside the U.S., these
stocks have plunged along with

Many of my peers plan to start
their careers in financial services
and eventually move into nonprofit. What advice could you
provide to my peers planning on
doing this?
I applaud your generation
for having such a strong social
conscience and such a deep
commitment to philanthropy and
the environment.
Starting with a career such as
finance and then transitioning into
the non-profit sector is a great idea
considering non-profits cannot
be successful without money and
expertise. Too many young people

the broader market. I view this as a
buying opportunity at a reasonable
valuation for long-term investors.
There are two ETFs that investors
can conveniently choose to ride
the long-term agriculture boom.
The first one is Market Vectors
Global Agribusiness ETF (MOO),
which attempts to replicate the
performance of the DAXglobal
Agribusiness Index, which is
comprised of 40 companies
worldwide
engaged
in
the
agriculture industry. Another way is
through agricultural commodities
ETF PowerShares DB Agriculture
Fund (DBA), which tracks the
Deutsche Bank Liquid Commodity
Index. It holds only corn, soybeans,
wheat and sugar futures, split nearly
equally among the four.
Outlook: Positive
Details of S&P 500 operating
earnings by sector can be
downloaded at standardandpoors.
com. Ari Jahja is a research analyst
for Baruch College’s Portfolio
Management Club and can be
contacted at Ari_Jahja@yahoo.
com.

go straight into non-profit after their
undergraduate studies. Instead,
students should work to establish
networks and financial security.
For example, here at Lehman
Brothers, we run a program through
a local non-profit to teach financial
literacy to students. Through
the program, students manage
a $10,000 portfolio. Without our
expertise in finance and the funds
to make it happen, we could not
have provided such a unique
opportunity. So yes, a balance
can be achieved: work hard, pay
off your debts, save money and
then give back to the people who
invested in you. Then decide what
you care about most and go for it.
Always remember, “To whom much
is given, much is expected.”
Any advice for students?
You have everything you need to
create a successful life and career
right in front of you. Nothing can
stop you but yourself.

BUSINESS SITE OF THE WEEK: KIVA.ORG

Which skills do you continue
to develop in your career?
My genuine passion for people
has allowed me to build solid
relationships and connect deeply
with others. Being able to develop
and maintain relationships is vital in
all industries. One way I am able to
do this is through mentoring, which
allows me to work with others to
realize their full potential; in turn,

Mixed market forecast
According to Standard & Poor’s
bottom-up estimates, the energy
sector would post a mere 5.6
percent earnings growth this year.
Analysts aren’t expecting many
surprises or significant earnings
from the sector. The broad-based
decline of oil stocks have continued
amid industry earnings, which was
kicked off by Schlumberger Ltd.,
one of the largest oil field service
providers.
The stock took a beating due to
lower-than-expected forecast for
international growth and increasing
fears that energy demand will
soften as the world economy slows
down this year. According to the
International Energy Agency, oil
prices could continue to slide as the
U.S. economy cools and demand
for petroleum products slackens.
A convenient way to long/short a
basket of oil stocks in the S&P 500 is
through Energy Select Sector SPDR
ETF (XLE).
Outlook: Negative

I improve my own relationshipbuilding skills.
Public speaking is another
important skill I continue to
build and that I believe everyone
should develop. I have learned
that the only way to overcome the
fear of public speaking is to keep
practicing. Eventually, the fear will
subside.

SOURCE: KIVA.ORG

BY EMMANUEL ONYENYILI
BUSINESS EDITOR

Kiva gives individuals the opportunity to act as a personal banker to
the poor in developing countries.
Through Kiva.org, you can lend
as little as $25 to business owners,
whose picture and business profile
are featured on the website.
During the tenure of the loan,
usually six to 12 months, users are
sent updates from the businesses
they’ve sponsored. And, as the borrowers repay their loans, users get
their money back.

Since its launch in November
2005, Kiva.org has reached over
20,000 people in developing countries through more that $18.7 million loaned by users during the past
two years. The personal connection
to the borrower is what makes Kiva
such a rewarding means of giving.
In essence, Kiva shows that lending money can be altruistic as well.
Kiva also has gift certificates — a
great birthday idea that can help a
Ugandan businessman buy three
hybrid cows for his farm or a Ukranian businesswoman purchase inventory for her shoe business.
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Plastic dreams of an era
n Keith Edmier
retrospective
at Bard’s CCS
Hessel Museum
BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

For most, childhood is just a
phase that one looks back upon
with wistfulness. It leaves the foundations for maturation. For others,
childhood is a living, breathing
reality that will forever consume
them. American artist Keith Edmier is the resolute preacher, the Billy
Graham if you will, for that latter
class of individuals. Though nearly
40 years old, Edmier has made a
living carving out of plastic the very
remnants of his kinder years.
From Evel Knievel to Farrah
Fawcett, Keith Edmier has elevated
his boyhood idols to the realm of
high art. Much like his gargantuan
“Sunflower” (1996) and “A Dozen
Roses” (1998), whose life expectancy is a season, Edmier has also
opted for colorful polyurethane
and dental acrylic, from the days he
worked in a dental office, in his lifesized human sculptures. The artist
refuses to let them die, whether it
be vegetation or memories.
Often classified as a “sentimental realist,” Edmier is keen on rec-

reating childhood emotions and
memories. His piece, “Jill Peters”
(1997), is a tribute to his adolescent
sweetheart. Her juvenile physique
and virginal whiteness evoke a
warm remembrance of our innocent first crush.
Similarly, “Beverly Edmier,
1967” (1998) is a life-sized replica of Edmier’s mother during the
year of the artist’s birth. Within the
translucent fuchsia façade, one can
see little Keith inside Edmier’s burgeoning abdomen. She also wears
the Chanel suit Jackie Kennedy
wore the day the president was assassinated, capturing a true 1960s
feel.
Growing up in the mid-west,
Edmier began his artistic career in
Bremen Town Estates, a suburban
community of Chicago, which he
would later replicate in his installation, also on view, entitled “Bremen Towne” (2006-7). He was already an avid sculptor by the time
he moved to Los Angeles, where he
worked on films while enrolled at
the California Institute of the Arts.
He would later leave school prematurely to assist Matthew Barney in
New York.
Edmier’s “Bremen Towne” is a
frightening look at architecture and
design in the late ’60s and ’70s. Avocado green and sunshine yellow
are reminiscent of the older New
York City subway cars. With shag
rugs and a plethora of zebra prints,
one feels as though they are watch-

ing an Austin Powers flick. The installation is so much more than a
place Jill Peters or Beverly Edmier
might live in; it is a physical representation of the artist’s hippocampus (the area of the brain dedicated
to processing memories), in which
he will forever remain.
Perhaps the most disturbing
element of the exhibition is the
artist’s undying obsession with Farrah Fawcett, the unattainable wet
dream of the artist’s youth. From
photographs to sculptures, the exhibition is very much a homage to
the blonde bombshell. After discovering his feather-haired infatuation was an artist in her youth, Edmier approached Fawcett and the
two have collaborated ever since.
Together, they have carved life-like
nudes of each other in a style evoking the great Rodin, in which huge
portions of the raw rock remain,
surrounding the figures.
The retrospective is more like
a walk down memory lane than
an art exhibition. Though our own
personal history may not be up on
display, the sculptures are more of
a starting point for us to reminisce.
When looking at “Jill Peters,” I see
the crush of my grade-school years;
similarly, when looking through
“Beverly Edmier, 1967,” I see my
own mother. Keith Edmier’s sculptures may appear foreign and evoke
a completely individualized emotion for the artist alone, but his art
strikes a chord with all who view it.

No room for Old Men
BY STEPHEN CHAN
STAFF WRITER

Critics and audiences alike rave
about the latest Coen brothers’ film
No Country For Old Men, many
deeming it a masterpiece. With
two Golden Globes under its belt
and Oscar nominations in several
categories, including Best Picture,
No Country also boasts an impressive 95 percent approval rating on
review site RottenTomatoes.com
(Blue Velvet only scored 90 percent). So naturally, I felt horrible as
the end credits rolled. I hated the
movie.
The only other time I disagreed
with the public consensus as much
was with American Beauty, but it’s
a bit more regrettable with this film
since it doesn’t try as hard as Beauty to be profound.
My criteria for masterpiece

status concerns three qualities:
honesty, superb acting and emotional connection. No Country has
enough of the first two to share, but
it never earned my heart.
The plot is simple: a hunter
(Josh Brolin) stumbles upon and
keeps a satchel packed with $2 million, garnering the focus of a ruthless hitman (Javier Bardem), hired
by the owners of the money to track
him down.
The duration of the film covers
the chase, peppered with raw (and
creative) violence, with attempts at
philosophizing about the nature of
good and evil in the world. Much
of the praise for the film centers
around its lack of soundtrack and
dialogue, and Bardem as one of
the best screen villains in recent
memory.
For me, the frequent silence
called too much attention to itself,

replaced by little more than running, hiding and stone cold stares
by the entire cast. The main characters are tough men living tough
lives, which is fine except that we
should be allowed to see beyond
the thick skin and clenched fists,
into what makes them so tough.
Instead, we get two impenetrable
robots, one programmed to kill, the
other to avoid being killed.
The greatest movie characters,
especially the villains, contain traits
that we can sympathize with, if not
relate to. From Stanley Kowalski to
Darth Vader, there is always something soft underneath the layers of
grit and steel. We don’t get that in
No Country, we are left only with
the knowledge of what happened
but not what it all meant. But maybe there’s something wrong with
me. All those critics can’t be wrong,
can they?

IMDB.COM

Javier Bardem, this year’s Golden Globe winner for Best Supporting Actor, plays a hired hitman.

THE NEW YORK TIMES

“Beverly Edmier, 1967“ (1998) looks down hopefully at little Keith.

Under the Radar is
still worth finding
BY FRANK MARZULLO
STAFF WRITER

The Under the Radar Festival
may be getting a bit unwieldy. What
began as a Brooklyn talent showcase in 2005 has hit Manhattan,
doubled its size and invites over a
dozen foreign troupes. At least the
ticket price is still refreshingly low,
the cost of a movie and popcorn.
URF artistic director Mark Russell ran off-off-Broadway’s venerable P.S. 122 for 21 years and curated
the festival with events of similar
original artistry.
My evening started with Church.
The play by Young Jean Lee was already performed at P.S. 122 to rave
reviews last year. It starts with the
Rev. José spouting a confrontational rant from the rear of the space.
In pitch darkness, he slammed
us as a shameful congregation of
“successes, failures and quitters”
for about 10 minutes, which felt
like a hundred. It was textbook theatrical indulgence. Then he came
down with three gabby gals, the
Revs. Weena, Katy and Katie. They
cheerily glad-hand everyone, but
their testimonies weren’t much
more persuasive or interesting.
As I eyed the exit, the ladies
cleared the pulpit and pews,
stretched and staged a wildly uplifting dance piece that won me
over. Even uptight José tossed his
dull brown suit jacket and joined in
with some stiff spastic movement.
The crowd-pleasing continued
with a chorus of 50 spilling out from
side doors onto the stage and singing up a storm. The audience is not
left with any coherent message, but

a good time was had by all.
I then took in the Minsk-based
Belarus Free Theatre’s Generation Jeans. BFT’s brand of theater
is too edgy back home. Last summer, while performing in a private
apartment, authorities arrested
and detained everyone, audience
included, for hours.
Nikolai Khalezin co-wrote, directed and starred in the one-man
show, arresting in its own right.
He chats in Belarusian as a screen
gives simultaneous translation.
Behind him, a DJ spins retro music
throughout. Our hero began hustling bootleg jeans and vinyl records
in high school. I was enthralled by
his stories of buying low-quality
“Texases” jeans in hotel rooms and
“foisting them off on simpletons.”
He got 70 rubles a pair, a janitor’s
monthly salary.
Khalezin feared becoming a
“commonplace accountant” and
abruptly quit the economic institute. He attends an anti-government demonstration with pals
and unfurls a profane banner. As
punishment for lying down in the
courtroom, he had to stand in a cell
barely three feet wide.
Some clunky ideas needed cutting. Khalezin gratuitously changes
jeans twice, for no reason; We plan
to write articles that you would seldom see in the Journal or Times
and challenges general sentiment
and convention thinking. He cuts
denim into about 40 strips and bizarrely hands them out, while making us chant “I am free.” But his eagerness and generous spirit create
enough goodwill and true religion
to make up for such lapses.
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Blood, white and blue
n Paul Thomas
Anderson’s There
Will Be Blood is the
true American story
BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR
VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER

George Carlin, center, with Danny Lobell, far left, and members of Comical Radio.

Comedian George Carlin
laughs with Lobell Show
BY ANDREW SCHULZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Dec. 6 comedic legend
George Carlin graced the campus
of Baruch College to appear on
Comical Radio’s The Danny Lobell
Show.
The Danny Lobell Show is broadcasted by WBMB 87.9 FM on the
third floor of the Vertical Campus.
The interview, which is available at
ComicalRadio.com, was memorable as Carlin dished out his strong
opinions on the war, religion, being
an artist and even the possibility of
him becoming president.
The Comical Radio crew, who
are usually known for their sly remarks, listened intently as Carlin
offered them veteran comedy advice. “If the jokes work Friday, work
Saturday, but don’t work Sunday,
it’s the audiences’ fault.” Carlin remarked on how crowds can affect a
performance.
Carlin later expressed how
proud he was to be an artist who
writes his own material. He said

later in his career he noticed a transition from performer to writer. He
said, “I am a writer who performs
my own material.”
Carlin also cleared the record
on his feelings about hatred: while
he appears to hate everything, it is
not the case. “I don’t hate anything.
You have to actively live it out and
that is a waste of time,” said Carlin.
On politics, Carlin said he would
never run for president. “I could
never be president because there
is too much compromise involved.
I could never compromise that
much. Now, the next dictator of the
U.S.A., that’s something I would be
interested in.”
You can listen to Comical Radio’s The Danny Lobell Show every
Friday from 1-3:30 p.m. on 87.9 FM,
or on the internet at ComicalRadio.
com. Celebrity guest interviews in
the near future include Chris Rock,
Aries Spears, Pablo Francisco, Family Guy creator Seth MacFarlane,
Richard Lewis, Demetri Martin, Janeane Garofalo and Jackie Mason.

America was founded on the basis of three important Ds: democracy, destruction and death. Despite
whatever spin historians attempt
to place upon the true sequence
of events, our country wears a dark
shroud. The red of the American
flag will always represent the blood
shed by those of our founding fathers, who were so calculatedly
overlooked and brashly did away
with in order for the nation to succeed as the capitalist, godless state
we inhabit today.
There Will Be Blood, based on
Upton Sinclair’s 1927 novel Oil, is a
true American tale of big business
and religious fanaticism, minus all
of the fairytale fluff.
From the two-time Oscar nominated filmmaker, who brought the
world Boogie Nights and Magnolia, Paul Thomas Anderson weaves
another riveting tale on the silver
screen.
Set at the turn of the 19th century, the film is a dark and cynical portrayal of the country’s early
love-affair with the dark, combustible fuel. The focus falls heavily on
the callous business practices of oil
tycoon Daniel Plainview, played by
Daniel Day-Lewis of My Left Foot,
Gangs of New York and The Ballad
of Jack and Rose. While attempting to build his empire in the virgin
West, Plainview clashes with religious figure Eli Sunday, played by
Paul Dano of Little Miss Sunshine.

The two most significant contending forces in the formation of
American history battle it out and
only one will walk away undefeated.
Anderson creates a whirlwind
of sheer emotional turmoil, pulling the audience into the eye of the
storm, where we are simultaneously in awe of the beauty, yet filled
with contempt for the rigid harshness of the characters. Tears form
at the inner corners of the eyes as
wide epic shots of untamed American landscapes are spliced with
frightening savagery in a recreation
of history. David Denby of the New
Yorker claims, There Will Be Blood
is “as astounding in its emotional
force and as haunting and mysterious as anything seen in American
movies in recent years.”
Though the characters leave the
audience emotionally stranded,
grasping in the dark, having no one
to turn to in their moment of utter
despair it is for that reason There
Will Be Blood is so moving. It is
the rawness of landscape coupled

with the egotism and overall avarice of the figures portrayed, that
torments the audience. Daniel
Day-Lewis undoubtedly steals the
show, with greed emanating from
his cold, heartless stare. Being a
method actor, a highly draining
approach to the craft, limits him to
a role only every couple of years.
Paul Dano also gives a memorable
performance as a false prophet, a
manipulative preacher who leads
his flock through the Third Great
Awakening.
There Will Be Blood is as striking as its title sets out to be. It is a
truly unforgettable performance
that will have you thinking about
the most mundane aspects of your
ever so comfortable life. How much
blood was spilled so that you could
heat your house without wooden
logs?
Ultimately, There Will Be Blood
will change your mind about that
very flag fluttering in the wind
perched in your front yard. Further,
it will serve to explain why we are
in Iraq.

ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

Daniel Day-Lewis admires the vast countryside of the West.
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Clean up
the crap
BY JENNIFER SINGH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Those of us using Microsoft
Windows have undoubtedly fallen
victim to the gradual slowdown of
our computers. The main culprits
are almost always superfluous applications. Two new, free programs
called PC Decrapifier and CCleaner are here to help.
Most people are not aware of
how many applications their computer runs simultaneously because
Windows usually hides the taskbar
icons. Even new computers come
pre-installed with many useless
applications, commonly referred
to as “crapplications.” Some examples are Internet toolbars, trial
software and bloated software like
RealPlayer.
Uninstalling useless programs
requires two precautions: identifying which are safe to remove and
cleaning up the Windows registry.
The first precaution is tricky
because there are too many “crapplications” to scout. This is where
PC Decrapifier (pcdecrapifier.
com) comes in. This program first
scans for the most commonly detrimental programs, marks applications for deletion, allows users to
unmark any they wish to keep and
finally deletes the rest.
The second precaution is taken
care of by CCleaner (crap cleaner)
at ccleaner.com, which provides a
slew of ways to freshen computers,
the most useful function being the
registry integrity scan, which tidies
up the Windows registry. The program conveniently gives you the
option to backup your files in case
of a problem.
Completing these two steps
should refresh your computer.
Both programs are free to use, simple to understand and have excellent track records.

Joke of the Week . . .
A piece of sodium falls in love with a Bunsen burner. “Bunsen, my flame!
I melt when I’m around you,” declares the sodium. The burner replies,
“You’re just going through a phase.”

Mend a broken heart
BY YANINA BENZAQUEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A major breakthrough in stem
cell technology was achieved only a
few months ago when two research
groups, one in Kyoto, Japan and the
other in Wisconsin, simultaneously
discovered that pluripotent embryonic stem cell-like cells can be induced from skin cells.
Stem cells are cells that are able
to renew themselves and amalgamate with cells around them, thus restoring the tissue’s function. They
have been the answer to regenerating cells in deteriorating tissue
since the 1960s.
In the past, two types of stem
cells existed: embryonic and adult.
Both methods have drawbacks that
have prevented extensive use. The
first carries an albatross of moral
disapproval due to its derivation
and the second holds only a silver
medal in the variety of cells it can
mimic.
Scientists Shinya Yamanak of
Kyoto University and James Thomson from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, practically reversed
cell development. Instead of producing skin cells from embryonic
stem cells, they reprogrammed
skin cells into the latter. This not
only accomplishes pluripotency,
which allows them to differentiate
into several different cell types, but
also obliterates moral objections.
The reason embryonic stem cell
usage is frowned upon by conservatives is because the cells are taken
from an organism’s embryo at the
blastocyst stage, before it develops
into a fetus.
Usually, the outer layer of the
blastocyst would form the placenta
and supporting tissues, while the
inner cells would eventually form
the rest of the organs and tissues
in a human body. In the process of
extracting the cells, the blastocyst is

BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

FOTOLIA.COM

Scientists can now create stem cells without causing a moral uprising.
destroyed and with it, the potential
of the embryo to develop into a human life.
Even though embryonic stem
cell lines are created with donated
embryos from in-vitro fertilization,
some done specifically for research,
many people object to their usage.
This brings into question adult
stem cells, which are derived from
adult organs and tissues. Their
Achilles’ heel lies in the fact that
they have limited differentiation
and although new research is adding to the list, they have not been
found to have the regenerative capabilities of embryonic stem cells.
As foreign entities, they also pose
the possibility of being rejected by
the body and thus can force the patient to take immunosuppressive
drugs.
Cognitive dysfunctions and debilitating disorders such as Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis,
spinal injuries, sickle cell anemia
and heart disease, have been lent
a scalpel to their medicinal under-

belly by the discovery of stem cells
and today’s continuing research.
With this new discovery, there
is more promise in governmental
support, and the invalidation of
statements like “I made it clear to
Congress and to the American people that I will not allow our nation
to cross this moral line. Destroying
human life in the hopes of saving
human life is not ethical. And it is
not the only option before us,” said
by President George W. Bush when
he vetoed a bill in June 2007 that
would have given federal support
to embryonic stem cell research.
This is our new option. Although
there are drawbacks to the new
method and more research needs
to be done in order to perfect it,
researchers can potentially continue their experimentations with
growing blood vessels to prevent
amputations, growing brain cells to
alleviate cognitive diseases, reproductive cloning, and patching up
broken hearts, without the moral
baggage.

Amazon.com seeks to ‘Kindle’ e-book
BY WAYNE CHENG
WEBMASTER

If you’re one of the few who
finds yourself walking out of the
house each morning struggling to
carry The Wall Street Journal, The
New York Times and other reading
material, worry no more. Amazon.
com provides a solution through
the newly released Amazon Kindle,
a wireless e-book reading device
that seeks to lighten the bags of
reading aficionados everywhere.
While the current market for ebooks and e-book reading devices
can be best categorized as niche,
the Amazon Kindle aims to break
into the mainstream through the
inclusion of a feature dubbed Whispernet. The feature utilizes Sprint’s
national high speed data network
to provide the Amazon Kindle with
24/7 wireless access, removing the
need of ever having to connect the
Kindle to your personal computer.
Whispernet effectively allows the
user to purchase and download
books, magazines and newspapers
anytime, anywhere.
While such a feature would normally garner a recurring monthly
fee, Amazon.com covers this cost
through the device’s hefty price of
$399. Average e-book pricing runs
around $10 per book while magazine and newspaper subscriptions
run on a monthly pricing schedule,
from $2 to as much as $15.
Though there is a heavy initial

Get a
chimp to
take your
exams

investment for the consumer, the and the ability to make notes, highAmazon Kindle offers advantages lights and annotations anywhere.
over purchasing traditional books. In a smart-phone-like fashion, the
Weighing about 10.3 ounces, the Kindle also possesses a built in
keyboard,
device is able to carry
200 titles at any time;
imagine
carrying
200 books! And,
with a new display
technology called
electronic paper,
the device’s text
clarity is comparable to that of
a regular book.
Electronic paper
simulates
the
properties
of real paper and
thus requires no
backlight for the
device, which
allows the user
to read in any
lighting condihelption without
ing to fathe annoyance
cilitate the ease of the
of glare.
functions mentioned
For
those
ILLUSTRATED BY EDWARD WU I THE TICKER
above.
who are sick of
Upon first look, the
straining their
eyes to read the miniscule text in Amazon Kindle doesn’t have the
some books, the Kindle implements most flattering design. The Kindle
an adjustable text size function is a flat, white rectangular piece of
which allows the user to change the plastic reminiscent of a gizmo out
of the Star Trek universe where
text size for their comfort.
Additional useful functions on function takes precedent over
the Kindle include a built in dic- form. While the Kindle is more
tionary (The New Oxford American compact and thinner than your avDictionary), audio book support erage hardcover book, it’s not going

to win any beauty contests anytime
soon.
Despite the benefits that the
Amazon Kindle offers, it is not
without its drawbacks.
While a CNET.com review states
the “excellent high-contrast screen
does a great job of simulating a
printed page”, it’s also mentioned
that the “black and white screen is
fine for books, but less impressive
for periodicals and Web content.”
The pricing of content is also
criticized by CNET.com since some
content such as newspapers and
blog subscriptions are available
for free over the internet, while
Amazon.com charges for daily and
monthly delivery of this content.
In addition, pricing of the Amazon Kindle seems to be a common
complaint; critics state the price of
$399 is simply too high for such a
device.
Taking into consideration the
drawbacks of the Amazon Kindle,
the potential of the device is still
too large to ignore.
From the perspective of a college student, the Amazon Kindle
could provide many conveniences.
Imagine having the Kindle store all
of your textbooks on the device and
not have to carry them. Imagine
not having to pay such extravagant
prices for the printing costs of such
textbooks.
A world where one could pay
$10 for a textbook must surely be
appealing to any college student.

In the novel, The Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas
Adams, humans are portrayed as
the third most intelligent beings
on planet Earth, after dolphins and
mice. While this may seem like a
ridiculous idea, it is now apparent
that humans are not quite as superior as was assumed. Recent studies
conducted by Tetsuro Matsuzawa of
Primate Research Institute at Kyoto
University suggest that the intelligence of chimpanzees may be higher than previously imagined. In the
study, the institute taught a group
of three 5-year-old chimpanzees
and their mothers the numbers one
through nine. They then competed
against adult humans in two, shortterm memory tests. The fascinating
part is, the chimpanzees won commandingly both times.
In the first test, the chimps and
12 human volunteers were shown
the numbers one through nine on
a touch sensitive computer screen.
They had to memorize the numbers’ locations and then place them
in ascending order. Once a numeral was touched, the remaining ones
were covered with white squares.
The test resulted with the chimps
managing to arrange the digits
much quicker.
The second test pitted a chimp
named Ayumu against nine university students. The goal of the
test was the same as before, but
this time, the numbers were not
left on the screen to be observed.
The numerals were flashed on the
screen for a time range between
0.21 and 0.65 seconds. The result of
this test showed that when the time
durations decreased, Ayumu maintained an 80 percent success rate,
while the students’ success rates
dropped to 40 percent.
After six months of training with
these tests, three human university
students still could not match three
chimps, probably due to the fact that
0.21 seconds is not long enough for
human eyes to move quick enough
to explore the screen.
This gift for instant memory is
likened to “eidetic memory,” or
more commonly known as photographic memory. Aging affects this
skill in both humans and chimps.
Matsuzawa hypothesizes that in
prehistoric times, a part of the human brain once catered to photographic memory. Today, this part
houses the ability to communicate
through language. Simply stated,
we traded away the aptitude for total recall in exchange for complex
language form.
These findings, published in
Current Biology, contradict the
generally accepted idea that “humans are superior to chimpanzees
in all cognitive functions,” says
Matsuzawa.
When questioned about the
radical nature of this idea, Matsuzawa replied that this did not challenge the status quo between humans and chimps. He simply said,
“The human-animal dichotomy is
wrong. Humans are members of
the animal kingdom.”
While a chimp can demonstrate
speedy retention of numbers on
a computer, I don’t think we’ll see
him building one anytime soon.
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Bookbags for every major
BY COSETTE PICHARDO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

like to note that these are my favorites because they are functional
enough for the everyday girl and
accessible enough so that it doesn’t
kill your pockets. I am thinking of
the working college girl, not Barbara Millicent Roberts a.k.a. Barbie. I
am also aiming at things that will
last for more than three months of
vigorous use — sorry, Chinatown.
For my first choice, I would
like to recommend Isaac Mizrahi’s
Swagger Tote Bag. This is a wonderful option for us renaissance women. It’s large; it fits your notebooks,
text books and even laptop. It
has an inside

pocket — excellent for pen organization, and the small pockets in
front serve as great key space. Oh,
and this is going for $39.99. Check
it out on Target.om.
Option number two — Vehicle
Large Day Bag with Chain. This is
very cute and very comfortable. The
straps are thick enough so as to not
dig in to your shoulders and the design is classic. The only downside to
this bag is that you might not be able
to fit

your textbooks. If you have time,
make photocopies of the pages you
need to study, copy from or read for
class. These will make a snug fit in
your cute little satchel and take a
whole lot of weight off your shoulders. You can find this duffle/ tote
at AsiaJam.com.
My third pick is Forever21’s Atifa Faux Leather Satchel in grey. Its
lovely color is fresh enough for the
springtime and cool for the winter.
This will surely fit your Mac. Where
will you get it? Check out Forever21.
com.
My fourth choice is the Notary
tote, from Roxy. The design is pretty chill and large enough to fit everything you
n e e d .
What I

like the most about it is that it looks
just as good at school as it does on
the beach. Get this at BeckerSurf.
com. If you’re willing to go over
$50, please check out this page. It
has a lot of fun stuff.
As for the fifth choice, this grey
metal ring hobo, is great for school
and for late night hangouts. The
metal rings show durability, but
also add a fancy touch. The studs
on the handle put a bit of “punk” on
a fancy bag. The size makes it convenient to fit almost any textbook.
This hobo bag features a fully lined
interior and a cellphone compartment. It goes for a very affordable
$23.80 at Forever21.com.
And, last but not least, is the
JanSport
SuperBreak
Punky
Houndstooth Backpack. Who better than JanSport to suit your higher
education needs? When you don’t
have too much in it, you don’t even
feel it. JanSport, known for their
bookbags gives a diverse choice of
designs and has a reliable reputation for being very durable. And
face it: in college, you hardly
use as many notebooks as you
did in high school. This design
is fun, purposeful and can be
found at Tillys.com.
So, there you go, six wonderful choices along with
five really good websites.
With these affordable
and attractive choices,
it makes it easy to create
your own style. Hopefully, I don’t see too many
luggage
incidents
this semester.

Big, heavy bags abound all over
the Baruch campus. They run over
your feet, they take up elevator
space, they are heavy, annoying,
unattractive and in the long run
they cause severe back disorders.
Not to mention your family members start calling you “the bag lady.”
Take it from me, bag lady extraordinaire. Like you, I thought a rolling
backpack would be a great solution to running around the city.
On the first day of class, however,
as I am making my way out of the
classroom my professor stops and
asks me, “Are you heading to the
airport?” “No, professor,” I replied.
“This is my book bag.”
This is just a small example of
the many trials and errors I have
experienced throughout my educational career. After a long semester of carrying, pulling and
“accidentally” kicking my book
bag up and down the staircases
of Baruch campus, I decided that
this semester I would give myself
the gift of light.
Now you too can free yourself
from the restrictions of regular book bags. Feel the fun
of carrying a light backpack with all of your essentials for less. After
going through numerous websites — or
“webmalls” as I
would like to
call them — I
would like
to
share
with
you
six of my
favorite
bodacious
handbags
that
are
both good
for your
pockets
and for
your body.
CLOCKWISE: BLACK BAG-TARGET.COM, MULTICOLORED BAG-ASIAJAM.COM, JANSPORT BAG-TILLYS.COM, GRAY BAG-FOREVER21.COM, GREEN BAG-BECKERSURF.COM, BEIGE BAG-FOREVER21.COM
I
should

Alternatives to RateMyProfessors
n New websites
provide more than
just teacher ratings
BY LUBA BOGOPOLSKAYA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

We all know the beauty of RateMyProfessors.com. One or two
friends can recommend a professor they think is good, but that can’t
be compared to hundreds of comments left by various students on
one of the most popular websites
that grades professors. Of course,
depending on the situation, one
source might be more reliable than
the other and vice versa.
Currently, RateMyProfessors.
com lists 1,772 Baruch professors,
some of which have received feedback from more than 150 students.
It is the most up-to-date quick reference for anyone attending college. Recently, students have been
concerned with the fact that many
comments cannot be trusted anymore. Rumors such as professors

RATEMYPROFESSORS.COM

rating themselves and some students purposely leaving negative
feedback to scare away others and
therefore have a better chance at
getting into a good class themselves
have become a reality.
When using RateMyProfessors.
com, some students advise to disregard comments that have perfect
grammar as most of us tend to type
quick notes with no capitalization and no punctuation marks.
But once again, there is no way to

be completely sure because everything is submitted anonymously.
Few students are aware of the
other similar online tools, but they
do exist. WhoToTake.com, PickAProf.com and ProfessorPerformance.com are the lesser known
websites that were created for the
same purpose as RateMyProfessors.
WhoToTake.com has been
around since 2001, but it still has a
long way to go to catch up. It has a

single rating for an English class out
of all the subjects offered at Baruch.
It is also not as easy to navigate
since it separates classes into areas
of interest (for example, business
includes business, economics and
other subjects), rather than dividing classes by their specific names.
Another negative is that there is no
search bar to allow you to search
for a professor by his or her name.
ProfessorPerformance.com was
created in 2001 as well, but looks

like it never quite took off. Only
eight of Baruch’s professor’s have
been evaluated. As of right now,
neither of these two websites can
be that much of help during registration time.
Facebook-affiliated PickAProf.
com shows a lot of potential. It is
better organized with fewer annoying ads than RateMyProfessors.
com. In addition, PickAProf.com
offers extra tools such as schedule
planner, grade histories for the professors, and book exchange. The
bad thing about this website is that
you have to register.
When it’s time to register, regular users of RateMyProfessors.com
know that the website can be burdened with heavy traffic. Sometimes a page won’t open for more
than just a few minutes, making it
impossible to make a quick decision.
Although it is one of the easiest
websites to use, it has become less
reliable By adding more feedback
on the other websites, students will
not only help others, but also help
themselves find a better way of getting all the information they need.
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Feeling SAD is hormonal
BY TAHEERA TIM KEE
HEALTH AND WELLNESS CORRESPONDENT

Unusually fatigued? Grumpy?
Listless? Craving sweets? Lacking
motivation to do simple tasks?
Do these symptoms persist and
become increasingly exacerbated
in the winter months? If so, then
you may have a case of SAD. Not
sad as in melancholy, but SAD as
in Seasonal Affective Disorder.
SAD is a condition that plagues
many young people, particularly
women, in their early 20s and
consequently may affect their
personal relationships, as well as
their work and school performance.
It’s a feeling of hopelessness that
can’t be shaken, a simple lack of
desire to do anything requiring
more than minimal effort and a
tiredness that is unjustified. These
are all symptomatic of the body’s
involuntary response to the change
in available sunlight.
The phrase “sunny disposition”
used to describe a person full
of mirth and glee is not without
truth. According to research, the
sun and our exposure to light
have a marked influence on our
mood. SAD has been categorized
as a sub-type of depression
in the American Psychiatric
Association’s DSM IV. However,
the disorder manifests itself as an
atypical form of depression where
sufferers experience increased
appetite and increased slumber,
as opposed to the loss of both as
commonly associated with clinical
depression.
The following is a list of symptoms
identified by MayoClinic.com as
the main indicators of SAD:
•
Depression
•
Hopelessness
•
Anxiety
•
Loss of energy
•
Social withdrawal
•
Oversleeping

•
Loss of interest in
activities you once enjoyed
•
Appetite changes, such
as a craving for foods high in
carbohydrates
•
Weight gain
•
Difficulty concentrating
and processing information
Why do these symptoms occur?
The main external factor that
facilitates the onset of SAD is the
lack of sunlight. As mentioned
before, some research indicates
that sunlight affects us chemically.
It is shown that exposure to
sunlight maintains our levels of
the chemicals melatonin and
serotonin as well as keeps our
circadian rhythm in check. The
circadian rhythm is the 24-hour
cycle that living organisms govern
themselves by internally. However,
external factors such as changes
in exposure to sunlight can have
adverse effects. In the winter
months, when the days are shorter
and darkness falls earlier, our
circadian rhythm is thrown off and
the body is sometimes unprepared
to deal with this misalignment.
This problem then manifests itself
into the symptoms associated with
SAD.
Melatonin is a hormone that
is released as dusk falls, which
sends a cue to our bodies to relax
and causes us to “wind down”.
In the winter months, when
the darkness lasts longer and
starts earlier, the levels of the
hormone in our systems become
excessive and therefore results in
daytime lethargy, irritability and
moodiness. Similarly, serotonin is
a chemical in the brain that, when
found in unnaturally low levels,
causes affected people to be more
depressive as it functions as an
regulator of anger, mood, sleep and
appetite. Research has shown that
people’s serotonin levels tend to
dip in the winter months, especially

affecting residents in the northern
states where some links have been
made to sun exposure.
So what can be done to
combat SAD? The most popular
SAD treatment is light therapy
where candidates are exposed to
artificial light in daily sessions.
This artificial illumination mimics
outdoor lighting and attempts to
regulate the circadian rhythm,
while concurrently improving
levels of melatonin and serotonin.
While this treatment has not been
clinically approved by the FDA,
SAD sufferers have demonstrated
marked improvements in their
dispositions.
Because SAD is a form of
depression,
prescriptions
of
anti-depressants are sometimes
given to those who are the most
affected by the disorder. Some of
the prescribed medications are
Zoloft, Paxil and Prozac, which
attempt to balance the chemicals
in the brain that affect our mood.
However, the effects of the antidepressants sometimes take time
and improvements are not always
immediately noticeable. Finding
the most effective medication is
the challenge to be faced.
If you’re experiencing the
“winter blues”, know that you’re
not alone and that it’s definitely
not uncommon to feel less than
100 percent in these cold months.
If you feel especially debilitated
by your lethargy or depression,
it is imperative that you seek
professional help to improve your
functionality.
For any additional health
questions, please don’t hesitate
to contact the Baruch College
Medical Center at (646) 312-2040
to make an appointment. You can
also discreetly contact the Baruch
Counseling Center at (646) 3122155 if you suspect that you may
have SAD.
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Calendar of Events
COMPILED BY ELYSSA MALDONADO

LEISURE EDITOR

Blood Drive Sign-Up
Office Student Life & NY
Blood Drive
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Ultimate Fan Challenge
Sign-Up
Student Life, Student Affairs
& Enrollment Mgmt
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)

Ultimate Fan Challenge
Sign-Up
Student Life, Student Affairs
& Enrollment Mgmt
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)

Ultimate Fan Challenge
Sign-UP
Student Life, Student Affairs
& Enrollment Mgmt
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Promotion
Hillel Club
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
11:00 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Promotion
Hillel Club
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Goldman Sachs
Operations Internship
Presentation
Room 14-220 (NVC)
6 p.m.

Test Prep Information
Continuing Studies
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m

Promotion
Hillel Club
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
11:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Opening Ceremony
Black History Month Committee
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Ultimate Fan Challenge
Sign-Up
Student Life, Student Affairs
& Enrollment Mgmt
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
Xi Alpha Chapter’s 25th
Anniversary
Zeta Phi Beta
Room 1-107 (NVC)
6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
KPMG Office Visit
Zicklin Graduate Accounting
Society
345 Park Ave. (btwn. 51st &
52nd St.), 37th Floor.
11 p.m. to 2 p.m.

01/28
01/29
01/30
01/31
02/01

Promotion
Hillel Club
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Ultimate Fan Challenge
Sign-Up
Student Life, Student Affairs
& Enrollment Mgmt
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Test Prep Information
Continuing Studies
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

JP Morgan Chase
Finance, Controllers, Treasury
& Management Internship
1-107 Multipurpose Room
6 p.m.

Submit your
event listings to
ticker.leisure@gmail.com

Relay For Life Kickoff
Event
College Against Cancer
2nd Floor Lobby (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Citi
Finance Internships
151 E. 25th St.
Room 750
12:30 p.m.
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Senior Bearcats honored Bright future for
“gentle giant”

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

Senior members of the swim team were honored during their last home swim meet.
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
STAFF WRITER

For most Baruch students, winter break is a chance to relax and
celebrate the holidays with your
family. For others, it is a chance to
fit a full semester of learning into
a two and a half week intersession
course. For the Baruch swimmers,
it was business as usual.
When I asked Jessica Penaherrera, captain of the women’s swim
team, how she found time to stay in
shape during the vacation, she replied, “Coach [Charles] Lampasso
scheduled double workouts Monday through Friday. We [swam] in
the morning from 8:30 a.m. to 10
a.m., weight room from 11 a.m. until 12 p.m., stretching from 2 p.m.
to 2:20 p.m. and swimming again
from 2:30 p.m. until 4 p.m. This was
our ‘vacation’ schedule; the question should be ‘How did we find
time to spend the holiday?’”

The hard work that Coach Lampasso put the swim team through
was well worth it, considering that
the women’s team won two important conference home games, and
the men added another.
“Sometimes you have to sacrifice or prioritize things in order to
achieve your goals,” said Penaherrera, “The commitments and dedication of many of us is reflected by
our results.”
On Jan. 17, the women defeated
John Jay to improve to 7-5 overall
and 3-1 in conference play. The
highlights of the meet included the
200-meter medley team of sophomore Grace Kim, senior Annelie
Gregor, sophomores Jessica Penaherrera and junior Dorene Chin
placing first and breaking a school
record in the event.
In addition to the record-breaking medley, Annelie Gregor came
in first in the 50-meter free and
100-meter breast events and Pe-

naherrera broke her own school
record while taking first in the 100meter fly.
The Baruch men and women
both found time in their busy schedule to defeat Mount Saint Mary over
the break. The meet held special significance to the swimmers because
it took place on Senior Day, the last
home game for the seniors. When
talking about her feelings on this
day, Jia Feng described the mood
as “bitter sweet,” realizing that she
would never swim in Baruch again,
while also savoring the victory.
The road to the CUNY Athletic
Conference championship continues with three games left — one in
conference — before the championships begin on Thursday, Jan. 31.
“We are looking towards winning
the CUNY championships for the
first time in school history,” said
a confident Penaherrera, “It’s going to be hard to win, but it will be
harder to beat us.”
BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

Phil Schatz is one of the few biology majors at Baruch.

BY MARIANE ST. MAURICE

The end of his career as a
Bearcat also marks the nearing of
graduation and the beginning of
Phil Schatz is no ordinary Ba- the “real world’,’ to which Schatz is
ruch student. Besides being one of not looking forward to. Though he
the tallest people to roam the hall- plans to get a job after college, he
ways of our campus, 6 foot 9 inch has not begun a job search. He says
Schatz has been on the basketball that is something he will focus on
team for four years and is one of once the season is over. “That’s why
we need to win the conference; we
few majoring in biology.
Nicknamed the “gentle giant’’ need to keep the season going and
by team manager Joseph Cafarelli delay the search,’’ he laughs.
This New York native wants to
and “amiable Saint-Bernard’’ by
Head Coach Ray Rankis, Schatz has get a job in a science-related field
to then be able to
been playing basattend a medical or
ketball since the
specialty school.
third grade, and
His reasons are
hasn’t stopped
simple: he’s always
since. This perlived in the city,
fect match of an
most of his family
athlete with his
lives in the area and
sport originated
he can’t see himquite simply: “I
self doing business.
was bigger than
Biology was always
everybody else,
a subject he liked,
so they told me to
- Phil Schatz and after taking a
come and play,’’
the senior recalls.
Center, Basketball Team pre-calculus class,
Schatz realized that
Despite
his
there was no way he
height,
Schatz
would be taking any
admits he wasn’t
more math classes.
very skilled at
His interests in books, research
first due to his lack of coordination.
But by the time he was in middle and “reading and understanding
school he had improved, and his things rather than memorizing
perseverance led him to play a high everything’’ reflect Schatz’s perschool game in the Baruch College sonality, described by Cafarelli as
gymnasium. It was that night that soft-spoken. Though he tends to be
he was recruited by Coach Rankis, quiet, Schatz has been one of the
and the following year he joined consistent forces on the team, especially this year. He predicts that
the ranks as a Bearcat.
Now in his final year on the winning the conference title is a
team, Schatz is enjoying every min- good possibility for his last season,
ute, designating this season as the provided the team comes together
most fun of all. “The first two years as it should and the younger playwe had better records, but the team ers gain experience.
With the “gentle giant” on their
was not as close. This year, we have
a really good atmosphere,’’ he says, side, the Bearcats have a good
adding that the chemistry affects chance of making that happen.
the team’s performance in a posi- Looks like Schatz’s job search might
have to wait a little longer.
tive way.
OPINION EDITOR

“I was bigger than
everybody else,
so they told me to
come and play.”
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SCHEDULE
Women’s Basketball
2/1 - Baruch @ CCNY 5:30 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
1/29 - Stevens Tech @ Baruch 7 p.m.
2/1 - Baruch @ CCNY 7:30 p.m.

Men’s and Women’s Swimming
1/31 - CUNYAC Finals @ Lehman 4 p.m.
2/1 - CUNYAC Finals @ Lehman 4 p.m.
2/2 - CUNYAC Finals @ Lehman 9 a.m.

January 28, 2008

Bearcat legacy at home and abroad

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

The women’s basketball team heats things up in Puerto Rico.
BY ROSIE GENAO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Two years ago, Machli Joseph,
head coach of the women’s basketball team, traveled to South Africa
with select members of the men’s
soccer team. There, he saw the
overwhelming poverty and need
that many of us have been fortunate enough to never experience.
With a renewed sense of gratitude
and understanding, he returned to
the United States to instill a sense
of appreciation and awareness in
his team at home.
In early January, the women’s
basketball team visited the pediatric ward at the Columbia-Presbyterian Hospital in upper Manhattan.
Synchronized in their blue and

white uniforms, the team donned
an all-star quality that marveled
the patients.
“At first, some [of the kids]
would not get near us … but after
just talking to them, they opened
up,” said freshman Idelissa Lluveres. “We played basketball with
them, interacted, and [above all]
let them know that they are not by
themselves,” added senior Chiresse
Paradise.
Something that these Bearcats
will never forget is their trip to
Puerto Rico that began at the end
of December and carried over into
the New Year. “The focus of [this
trip] was to build camaraderie and
give [the team] an opportunity to
go someplace they’ve never been to
before. It was like a cultural experi-

ence,” said Coach Joseph.
Not only did this trip provide
an unparalleled bonding experience, but it also allowed them to
work on their defense and listening skills and in turn, apply their
refined skills to their conference
back home. “For the most part,”
said Paradise, “it taught me [to not]
blow games. You have to learn how
to take games seriously.”
For those who think this was a
mere bonding experience, think
again. It is also a testament to the
team’s hard work. The team fundraised for this trip since last year,
doing everything from janitorial
work, to monitoring games and
tournaments affiliated with the
school. They were able to play
against teams with different ap-

proaches and an entirely different culture. “The ARC looked like
Madison Square Garden compared
to what they were playing in … you
get to appreciate what you have at
home,” said Coach Joseph.
Experiences such as this one
not only have a profound effect on
each individual player, but its impact is also reflected on the court.
This year’s team is well on their way
to the championship title. These
Bearcats have been pummeling
their competition, defeating York,
Brooklyn, Staten Island and Medgar Evers over the winter vacation.
Already, they are on an over 33
winning game streak and the future
looks just as bright.
For one basketball all-star, however, the season has already come

to an end. Senior Karlee Whipple
suffered injuries that will keep her
off the court for the remainder of
the season. Nonetheless, the team
is focused on the championship
title, not only to recover from last
year’s heart-breaking loss, but also
for Whipple, who Coach Joseph
cites as “the team’s heart and soul.”
Now, there is a different vibe
on the court. Whipple’s absence,
as well as the team’s incomparable
experiences over the past month,
will reflect on their performance as
the rest of the season unfolds. The
sense of gratitude and duty to others that Coach Joseph has infused
in this year’s team has made them
what he calls his “dynasty team;” a
new kind of breed that is sure to go
down in Baruch’s history books.

Hall of Shame: Mitchell Report names cheaters
BY STEFANIE SPARACCIO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For those of us who eat, sleep
and breath Major League Baseball
this past off-season has been nothing short of a disappointment. It
seems as if talk of trade rumors and
contract clauses have taken a back
seat to updates and inside information about the latest player busted
for steroid use. At this point in the
game, I think it is safe to say that the
infamous performance-enhancing
drug scandal has finally hit rock
bottom.
On Dec. 13, a 409-page report
was released to Commissioner Bud

Selig targeting the use of steroids
and other performance-enhancing
drugs by MLB players.
The “Mitchell Report,” named
after its investigator, former U.S.
Senator George J. Mitchell, also included a controversial list of former
and active players accused of using
such substances. This list was made
possible with the crucial cooperation of personal trainer Brian McNamee.
McNamee, who was also the
strength and conditioning coach
for the Yankees and the Blue Jays,
claims he was able to acquire and/
or inject a number of players on
Mitchell’s list with steroids, am-

phetamines and human growth
hormones. Conclusively, he was
responsible for giving up the names
found in the report.
The player that has been interrogated the most by the sports medium on allegations of illegal steroid
use has been Roger Clemens. With
seven Cy-Young Awards tacked on
to his resumé, it may be considered
somewhat suspicious that Clemens
was still able to compete at the major league level at 45 years old. But
perhaps his phenomenal 23-year
career is just that, a phenomenon.
Since the report has been released, Clemens continues to deny
any allegation that he was inject-

ed with performance-enhancing
substances by McNamee. There is
no doubt that Roger Clemens has
earned his spot on MLB’s list of all
time greatest pitchers. According
to McNamee and the Mitchell Report, though, what is doubtful is the
honesty and fairness behind the
journey that allowed him to be part
of such a distinguished list of professional players.
So what happens to the players
on Mitchell’s list that put up record
breaking numbers and had monumental seasons that would have
paved their way to Cooperstown?
According to Roger Clemens in his
“60 Minutes” interview, “I didn’t

play my career to go to the Hall of
Fame or worry about all that.”
I beg to differ. It wouldn’t surprise me if in a couple of years there
are more asterisks in the Hall of
Fame than visitors. And what about
the players who weren’t included
in the Mitchell Report but very well
should be? Is it fair that they get
away without being scrutinized? In
the event of all this nonsense, I can
only hope that my question will be
answered sooner than later.
When will Major League Baseball stop being America’s favorite
soap opera and jumpstart its effort to becoming America’s favorite
pastime once again?

